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About This Content

The Wild West is all about swagger - and so are these costume themes. This Skin Pack is a great way to unlock all of 8 of the
current alternative costumes, and at the same time support the developers ability to continue expanding Secret Ponchos!

These skins are crafted with a lot of care: for each you'll see a new sculpted model, and hand painted textures. The "Grit"
costumes present the characters in the heat of action – sleeves rolled up and extra gear strapped on.

INCLUDED:

- Phantom Poncho "Grit" alternative costume
- Kid Red "Grit" alternative costume

- Killer "Grit" alternative costume
- Matador "Grit" alternative costume
- Deserter "Grit" alternative costume
- Gordo "Grit" alternative costume

**Bonus Phantom Poncho "Remorse" alternative costume
**Bonus Kidred "Remorse" alternative costume
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I wish I could give this game a "meh" instead of a thumbs up.
It's a fine game for what it's trying to be, but (maybe this is just me) I wish the cat that's shown all over the game had an actual
role or part or something to do with the game
I guess this is what I get for buying a game just becuase it had a cat on the cover. Crowe is a gorgeous game. One of the best
looking games I've played on the Vive. If you like fighting with bows, you will enjoy this. It has a couple cool variations on the
traditional bow, like a shield and powerups for your arrows. It's a bit short, but has some satisfying fights.. Compared to
Generalissimo DLC, this one took me only 1, 5 hours to complete. The isle was very small and not particularly interesting.
Recommended if you want to play a new mission and are ready to spend 3 bucks for it.. Chinese version please!. Tutorial is bad.
Game not intuitive. Graphics sub par. And it was not FUN.. This is a good way to kill some time and learn accuracy.. Graphic is
not bad.
but motion and reaction of mobs are terrible.
Sound is poor too.
and UI is not polished.

I think this game is not ready to be sold.
so I don't recommend this game.

what I can tell you now is this game has potential.
However, for now, this game is not fun at all.
(except casting spell with left hand only for several times)
at least for me,. Really wonderful game. Clever and Elegant. It takes some effort to learn the rules (but not that much actually),
bat then you have really a gem to play with. The quality of the software is also great! And it is free!! Unbeliavable!!!!
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I found this to be a fun match up game. Though I did find the controls to be a bit tricky to get a feel for at first and some of the
challages like making chains a challage. But once you get the feel for the game flow it's quite fun.

There is a bit of a pokemon feel to it as you do collect beasts which you fight with and each have their various skills and level
limits. Though I only played for a few hours I find it's a nice casual game easy to pick up and the various area challages easy to
do. The music is fair to listen to, I yet to find I want to turn it off though there's not much selection. Plus there's a fair bit of text
reading and the story line is a bit simple for my taste but not completely bland.

So if you liked puzzle quest then you will enjoy this game as well.. Read before buying things.
It says "suitable for puzzles, mysteries and shocking revelations."
So dont buy it and downvote if you want an rpg feel music
Thanks.. This is more of a netural review than a negative one. From what I got from others, this is suppose to be a Serious Sam
Clone. So because I love Serious Sam, I decided to buy this cheap unity game that seemed like it would kill a few hours. The
game has an okay presentation and some neat guns, but overall the negatives outweigh the positives.

Bosses take forever to kill
Cheesy Voice Acting that's overused
Bad Jokes
Sometimes I feel the guns are not even hitting my target.

This is definitely not a Serious Sam Clone. But if you don't have enough to get Serious Sam, then I highly warn you about trying
this game, it's also very buggy but nothing game breaking just graphical issues and stuff. Not the best option, only buy if you
have nothing else to play like me.. Well I'm a fan of minimalism and my last name starts with VOI, which happen the be the 3
simplest shapes, so I may be subjective when I say that it's not at all a bad game.. I'm not recommending this game on the basis
that the developers have clearly stated that this isn't a game that requires roomscale and it clearly is. I have a playspace of around
8 x 6. Enough room to play The Golf Club VR without issue, but not enough room to play Everyday Golf for 2 reasons.

First, you can't reposition yourself in the game world without physically moving in the real world, as you can in TGC.

Secondly, for some reason, the developers think it's a good idea to position you almost on top of the ball when hitting longer
clubs and 6 feet from the ball when you're hitting wedges, which makes absolutely no sense at all and requires that you take at
least 4 steps back when using the driver and 4 steps forward when hitting your putter. This is regardless of how you set up your
playspace and your standing position.

Refunded.

I may revisit this when the developers get a clue and provide the basic functions required in VR, like recentering/repositioning
etc...

If you have a roomscale setup, the golf itself isn't bad, but is incredibly arcadey. If you enjoyed games like Links and The Golf
Club, this probably isn't for you. If you enjoyed games like Neo Turf Masters and Irem Skins Game then you'll probably get a
lot of fun out of this.

The game also has a shop. I don't know if real cash is involved but at £29.99 it better ♥♥♥♥ing not be.

Played on Oculus Rift with Touch.. Fun to play but the UI is a little overwhelming. The game is nice but it's too short... needs to
be longer than this. Graphics are good. Please make a longer version of this! Not just 5min worth. By god I could have never
guessed that this game would have brought me so much joy. Jesus christ this game is unbelievably fun! Like at first it just seems
like a typical twin stick shooter but this you're dropped into this hetic battleground with a goddamn sword and enemies all over
and it's just complete chaos mixed with a hyped soundtrack all wrapped up in a bag of cocaine filled addrenaline. Like this
game is just super hyped and when you play the "tutorial" and hear the introductory speech you're like
"UBERRRRMOOSSSHHHH!!!!"

10/10 would recommend!. It's terrible. Great and very typical hidden object game.
Introduces 2 new things:
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- a second character you can take over
- extra dialogue with second character
Evolution !!
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